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Indian Husbands Fall Victim to Dowry-Immigration Fraud

“Everything happened so quickly,” says Pradeep, a tall, trim real estate agent based in the eastern San Francisco
Bay Area, recalling his first nervous meeting with Madhu, his bride-to-be, at the Asoka Hotel in New Delhi on
Christmas 2002.

●

He didn’t feel entirely comfortable with her, at first, he explains. “She was kind of quiet. We sat separately, and
she didn’t say ‘Hi.’ Instead, she just sat there, biting her nails.”
But he was impressed by something she said. “I asked, ‘What are you looking for in a husband?’ and she said, ‘He
should be nice and caring.’ Usually, they ask how much money you make!” tells India-West in an interview at his
home.
●

●

Pradeep and Madhu returned to India in January 2004 at her insistence, so that she could see her family.
According to documents Pradeep filed with U.S. immigration authorities, once they arrived at her family’s house,
he was drugged, held at gunpoint, and held captive for weeks in an attempt to extort $60,000 and help in
obtaining visas to the U.S. for the rest of the family.
Only after his family in the U.S. contacted the New Delhi offices of the FBI, the Diplomatic Security Services and
Delhi police, was he able to escape.
Ajay (not his real name), a 27-year-old H1-B high tech worker in New Jersey, told India-West in a phone interview
that he met his bride on Shaadi.com. After two years of marriage in the U.S., she said she wanted to return to
India to be with her parents and accused him of demanding dowry, he says. Back in India, she filed a complaint
against him under Section 498A of the Indian Penal Code. Commonly called“498A,” the section defines the
offense of “matrimonial cruelty” and makes demanding dowry a crime.
The law has been a (literal) lifesaver for women who have faced harassment or torture at the hands of their
husband or his family, and calls for up to three years’ imprisonment and a fine for offenders. The offense is nonbailable (the accused can remain in police custody at the court’s discretion), and non-compoundable (even if the
accuser withdraws her complaint, the court can continue to investigate and prosecute).

●

●

●

●

The number of false dowry claims against men is still overshadowed by the number of dowry deaths and other
dowry-related crimes against women in India. A BBC report last year stated that Indian government statistics
showed that nearly 7,000 women were killed in 2001 by their husbands and in-laws over inadequate dowry
payments.
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It is a simple procedure to file a 498A complaint, and the police must follow up on the complaint, notes Peco
Chakravatru, an NRI online columnist, “Filing a 498A is as easy as ordering an idli sambar. Actually, it is easier —
the proprietor could refuse to give you an idli sambar but the police cannot refuse.”
In some cases where the accused man has left India, judges have refused bail unless the accused’s family
deposits a sum of money in the complainant’s name as a precondition to the grant of bail; some men say their
parents have been taken into custody as well. Ajay says he has had to pay a total of $10,000 in legal expenses to
keep his own parents in India out of jail.
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Pradeep and Madhu (not their real names) were married three weeks later, and she came to live with him in
California in May 2003. In some ways, their story is typical — a nonresident Indian man settles in the United
States, earns some money, and goes back to India to choose a bride.
But what happened next illustrates a dark side of the non-resident Indian (NRI) marriage story. Pradeep, 31, a
naturalized U.S. citizen, says he became the victim of extortion, embezzlement and immigration fraud.
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Bikram Jeet Batra, legal officer for Amnesty International India, writes: “A large number of cases registered under
section 498A are subsequently withdrawn though this is not necessarily because they were false. These
withdrawals take place for a variety of reasons. At the same time, cases of abuse of section 498A cannot be ruled
out.”
Abuse of anti-dowry laws has become serious enough that the United States Department of State has published
the following travel warning on its Web site, http://travel.state.gov, about “Dowry/Visa Demands” for travelers to
India:
“A number of U.S. citizen men who have come to India to marry Indian nationals have been arrested and charged
with crimes related to dowry extraction. Many of the charges stem from the U.S. citizen’s inability to provide an
immigrant visa for his prospective spouse to travel immediately to the United States.
“The courts sometimes order the U.S. citizen to pay large sums of money to his spouse in exchange for the
dismissal of charges. The courts normally confiscate the American’s passport, and he must remain in India until
the case has been settled.”
The warning also adds, “There are also cases of U.S. citizen women whose families force them against their will
into marriages to Indian nationals.”

●

●

●

●

●

●

The State Department cannot say how many false complaints are filed each year. However, “The fact that we
issued a warning should be an indication of how widespread the problem is,” said John Peters, the department’s
Citizen Services Specialist for India. Peters, who is based in Washington, D.C., told India-West that the local
American Embassies could provide a list of Indian lawyers in New Delhi.
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Angela Aggeler, a spokesperson for the State Department in Washington, D.C., says that “American citizens are
often extremely desirable” to Indian families with marriageable daughters.
Still, as in any case where an American citizen is accused of breaking local laws overseas, there is not much that
the State Department can do, she told India-West. “Our role in the State Department is maintaining the safety
and security of American citizens overseas. That is even more important to us than issuing visas.”
Although the department will do “what we can to ensure fair treatment under local laws, you need to be aware
of the laws in that country, regardless of how true the accusations are. It’s incumbent upon [the U.S. citizen] to
adhere to the local law.”
Aggeler, who has lived in India, says she empathizes with citizens in this predicament. “I know how complicated
the law is in India,” she says. Aggeler says the State Department decided to publish the travel warning after
receiving information from the three U.S. embassies in India as well as from local law enforcement agencies and
global agencies such as Interpol.
Just as the U.S. State Department’s ability to get involved is limited, so too is that of the Indian Embassy here in
the U.S. Akhilesh Mishra, deputy consul general for the Consulate General of India in San Francisco, told IndiaWest: “The Consulate has no specific role or comment on the issue, which has to be addressed through usual
legal means.”
The Government of India’s proposed “overseas citizen” dual nationality program may not be much help, either.
The State Department’s Web site states: “The U.S. Government recognizes that dual nationality exists but does
not encourage it as a matter of policy because of the problems it may cause. Claims of other countries on dual
national U.S. citizens may conflict with U.S. law, and dual nationality may limit U.S. Government efforts to assist
citizens abroad.”
Palvir Shoker, an attorney in Fremont, Calif., reminds readers that it is required for U.S. citizens traveling to India
to register within 14 days at their local Foreigners Registration Office. Shoker, who says that her office has only
handled two cases of this type in three years, says she the false dowry accusation and visa extortion problem is
not as widespread as commonly believed.
Still, many Indian men who immigrate to the United States would never think to be concerned over whether a
“homely, slim, fair” bride advertised in the Times of India or on a marriage Web site might try to extort money or
visas out of him.
“I had no idea!” says Ajay. “If I had any idea this was a problem, I wouldn’t have gone back to India (to find a
bride). Most girls are honest, but you have to be aware.”
Udit (not his real name), a high-tech worker from Toronto, told India-West, “In India, you’re assumed guilty unless
you can prove your innocence. If you’re caught in India, your life is destroyed. It’s a horrible law, 498A. The police
are goondas.”
Deepak (not his real name), a 28-year-old computational engineer in the East Bay, describes his early days as an
immigrant after coming to UC Berkeley on a study fellowship. “It’s a huge culture shock,” he says over coffee at a
neighborhood café. “It’s adjusting to your new surroundings, missing your family. There’s huge pressure to
conform, to establish yourself.”
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Deepak selected his bride in December 2001 from a list selected by his family, and was engaged within a month.
After going home to his native Punjab, he married her the following year. “She had a huge problem adjusting
here,” he says. Since his bride had come from a bustling city, the contrast with California’s lonely, wide-open
spaces was difficult for her, especially because she wasn’t allowed to work (Deepak, formerly an H-1B visa holder,
is now a green card holder).
Although he suspects one of the reasons his wife married him was that she could immigrate to the U.S. (“I
learned that she or her parents had arranged the marriage solely to come here,” he says), he wanted to make the
marriage work. “It’s typical of Indian families — they hate the word divorce.”
Deepak says his wife started drinking heavily and threatening to kill herself, occasionally calling him frantically at
work. After she bit him once during an argument, he called the police. Finally, the two agreed to file for divorce.
“She and her family asked an immigration lawyer about the effect the divorce would have on her green card
application,” he remembers. “I was being used.”
In February 2004, she returned to India and Deepak had the divorce papers served to her there in May. Soon
after, “she filed a case against my parents, my brother, my sister and my sister-in-law, stating that they’d been
asking for dowry,” he recalls. She also took some pre-signed checks he’d given her for paying bills, and cashed
them at Indian banks, (Deepak showed a reporter a photocopy of one check she’d cashed for $12,000). In her
case, his wife accused the family of torture, and said they had demanded “Rs. 10 lakhs [$23,000] or a Honda city
car.”
Despite the fact that over two years had passed since the marriage, the police took on the case and started
harassing Deepak’s family, he says. “All the genuine cases of dowry start right away, or before the marriage.”
Deepak says he signed a “fairly huge and unfavorable settlement” with his wife, more than $60,000. Plus, the
attorney fees here and on behalf of his family in India have “wiped out my 401K and savings,” he says.
Deepak has plans to travel to India over the New Year to see his family, though he doesn’t know what he’ll face
when he arrives in India. “The hassles in India have trailed off,” he saya.
In fact he says the very same Punjab police inspector who first took her case changed his mind when presented
with the evidence of Deepak’s (and his family’s) innocence. In a document provided to India-West, the inspector
writes, “On investigation it is found that there is absolutely no truth regarding the facts mentioned in this
complaint.”
Pradeep says his wife has been found guilty of immigration fraud and her father found guilty of smuggling and
embezzlement. “Her dad owed people some money. That’s why they wanted all that money from me,” he says.
The marriage has been annulled and he has secured a three-year restraining order against his wife, who is now in
Delhi.
One of the first widely publicized cases of 498A fraud occurred in 1995, when East Coast physician Dr.
Jayakrishna Ambati and his family were accused by his former wife, Archana, of mental and physical torture as
well as a dowry demand of $1,200. The Ambati family, well-known community leaders who had founded a
charitable educational foundation known as the Ashtavadhani Vidwan Ambati Subbaraya Chetty Foundation,
were acquitted in 1999. The case achieved notoriety because of the celebrity status of Jayakrishna’s younger
brother, Dr. Balamurali Ambati, who at 17 became the world’s youngest physician in 1995.
A small but vocal community of so-called “498A victims” has been mobilizing over the Internet, trading furious
stories and offering help and advice for men who find themselves in that situation.
During his interview with India-West, Deepak’s cell phone kept ringing nearly every five minutes — calls came
from men around the country who also claim to have been falsely accused. Deepak plans to launch a Web site so
that more NRIs can support each other.
A small but dedicated nongovernmental organization in Bangalore, Sangyabalya, is working to create a dowryfree society and works on behalf of falsely accused individuals in India (see below for its helpline phone number).
Sangyabalya’s helpline only operates two hours a night, two nights a week, but still manages to receive up to 10
calls per night.
After all he’s been through, Deepak offers this advice to men desiring an “old-fashioned” Indian girl: “Don’t go to
India to get married. There are a lot of great first-generation Indian girls here.
“I see these guys at the airport on their way to India, and I think — they look like poultry going to be
slaughtered,” Deepak says with a melancholy laugh.
-------------------------------------------The Dark Side of NRI Marriages:
What You Can Do
498A victims offer the following advice for men getting married in India:
• When the bride and groom’s families exchange gifts, keep a written record of everything received and given.
• If you are traveling to India, make copies of your passport, visa and all credit cards and leave the copies with a
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trusted friend or relative.
• Don’t give anyone your tickets or passport.
• Register with the local Foreigners Registration Office upon arrival in India, and let them know your expected
date of departure as well.
• “Don’t sign any blank checks.”
• Consider a prenuptial agreement.
• Keep aware of any bank activity by monitoring your bank statements.
• Print out and save any emails that may help your case. Under India’s recent cyber-laws, the emails may be
admissible as evidence.
For more information, contact the following:
• Yahoo! Groups: Misusedowryact and Nridivorce
• www.sangyabalya.org (site is not always operational; alternatively, call them in Bangalore at 011-91-80-56969850 or email them at victimsof498a@rediffmail.com.
• The FBI’s local Indian staff can be reached through the American embassy in New Delhi: 011-91-11-2419-8000
• A few blogs are online, such as batteredmen.fullhydblogs.com, batteredmen.rediffblogs.com and batteredmen.
blogspot.com.
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Anti-dowry law

Dowry law used for extortion and harassment, say NRI husbands
By Ashok Easwaran
Section 498 A of the Indian Penal Code is
a law that was passed by the Indian government
to prevent the harassment of brides, and their
families, for dowry. The law has, quite literally,
been a lifesaver for women who face harassment
or torture at the hands of their husbands and
his family, and calls for imprisonment up to
three years, and fines for offenders. The offense
is non-bailable( the accused must remain in
custody at the court’s discretion) and noncompoundable (even if the accuser withdraws
her complaint, the court can continue to
investigate and prosecute).
It is simple procedure to file a 498 A
complaint and the police must follow up on
the complaint. “Filing a 498 A is as easy as
ordering an idli sambar. Actually, it is easier-the
proprietor of the restaurant can refuse to give
you an idli sambar, but the police cannot refuse
(to register the complaint),” said one victim.
A law meant to protect wives is now
increasingly being used to harass husbands. In
the recent past, there has been a sharp increase
in the number of husbands who say that they
have been falsely implicated under 498 A. Most
of them allege extortion or vindictiveness by
their wives, and wives’ families. Non-resident
Indians, it appears, are especially vulnerable.
Not only do they face demands for thousands
of dollars to withdraw cases, but they are also
coerced to give visas to the wives’ families.
According to activists, there have been cases
of harassment misusing the 498 A reported
from the US, UK, the Middle East and India.
The number of cases against Indian Americans
have been significant enough for the United
States State Department to publish a travel

warning which says, “A number of US citizen
men who have come to India to marry Indian
nationals have been arrested and charged with
crimes related to dowry extraction. Many of
the charges stem from the US citizen’s inability
to provide an immigrant visa to prospective
spouses to travel immediately to the United
States. The (Indian) courts sometimes order
the US citizen to pay large sums of money to
his spouse in exchange for dismissal of the
charges. The courts normally confiscate the
American passport and he must remain in India
until the case has been settled.”
The US State Department cannot say how
many false complaints are filed each year.
However, Josh Peters of the department said,
“The fact that we issued a warning should be
an indication of how widespread the problem
is.” Angela Aggeler, a spokesperson for the State
Department in Washington DC added that
“American citizens are extremely desirable to
Indian families with marriageable daughters.”

We had to spend our days
with petty criminals. The
woman who made false
statements under 498 A got
away scot-free, not even
being charged with perjury.
Everyone makes money. It is
a form of legal terrorism.
-Bhavani Ramamurthy,
California homemaker.

A number of US citizen men who have come to India to
marry Indian nationals have been arrested and charged
with crimes related to dowry extraction. Many of the
charges step from the US citizen’s inability to provide an
immigrant visa to prospective spouses to travel
immediately to the United States. The (Indian) courts
sometimes order the US citizen to pay large sums of
money to his spouse in exchange for dismissal of the
charges. -US State Department warning.
There has been a proliferation of support
groups and web sites for the male (and female)
victims of 498 A, especially in the US. Some

blogs and web sites have names like
batteredhusband or Indianbakra. In December
2005, a group of victims and their friends in
the US set up www.498a.org. Satya,who is
30, and a software engineer in California, (who
gave only his first name) is one of the victims,
and has helped set up, and maintain the site.
“In July alone we had 100,000 hits on the
web site”, he said. “About 80 people from the
US have filled up a form on the site seeking
advice. There are 20 others seeking help who
are Canadian residents. We have had about
200 such requests for help from the DelhiNoida-Ghaziabad belt alone.”
Rajeev Mehta, a New Jersey based
physician is one of the victims of the misuse of
498 A. Mehta is a associate director of
neonatology and associate professor of pediatrics
at the Robert Wood Johnson University
Hospital in New Brunswick. In April 1994,
when he met his now ex-wife, Nalini Michelle
Gupta, he was one of the highest paid academic
neonatologists in the US. The relationship
deteriorated rapidly “Soon after, we started
spending weekends together, and afterwards
started living together. We got married in
October, 1994, because she was pregnant Some
time after the marriage, Nalini’s personality
started becoming all too obvious, and I
discovered that she had had numerous failed
relationships, was a pathological liar, had
cheated on her previous partners, and even me,
and could not be trusted. I eventually filed for
divorce when I realized that her family’s sole
aim was to use me.”
“After more than 3 years of divorce litigation
in the US, and having proved my case before
the Superior Court of New Jersey, I obtained a
divorce. The court awarded me sole legal
custody of my children, and determined that
Nalini had been cruel towards me, had
destroyed my well paid job in New York ,and
had fabricated a story of domestic violence as a
counterblast to my divorce petition,” Mehta
said.
“Knowing that she was in serious trouble
with US courts, Nalini decided to run away to
India,” Mehta said, “In order to carry out the

abduction (of the children aged 12 and nine),
Nalini claimed that her father was on his
deathbed in India and his last wish was to be
allowed to see his grandchildren,” Mehta said.
“In India, my ex-wife filed a false dowry
case. For filing this case, she lied and claimed
that her parents had given us gifts worth $
12,000. She conveniently concealed the fact
that ours was not an arranged marriage, and we
had met and lived together in the USA, prior
to deciding on marriage solely because she was
pregnant,” he said. Following his ex-wife’s
abduction of his children, the US government
has revoked Nalini’s passport. On July 12,
Interpol issued an alert for her for the abduction
of the children.
The delay in the Indian judicial system did
not make it easier for Mehta. “While hearing
my petition to quash the false 498A, the Delhi
High Court judge told my lawyer, ‘your client
is a rich doctor in America. Why cannot he give
his ex-wife what she wants? Unless you are
willing to settle the case and give the ex-wife all
what she wants, I do not have the time to hear
your petition’”, he said.
Mehta has written to US Congressmen,
and Indian politicians from the Prime Minister
downwards, and spent several hundred
thousand dollars in legal fees. But he added, “I
do not see any resolution in the near future.”
The hapless victims at the receiving end of
498 A misuse are not even aware of the
provisions of the law, especially if they live
abroad. One such victim, Bhavani
Ramamurthy is a homemaker in California, who
unwittingly was caught in such a dispute. “In
2005 my brother’s wife(both are Texas residents)
had left for India with their child, following
disagreements. In July, 2005, I went to India
to attend my mother-in-law’s funeral. One day,
the police came to our home in Chennai and
said that my sister in law was at the police station
and wanted a reconciliation. When my mother
and I went to the police station, we found my
sister in law sitting there, although she did not
speak at all to us. The police officer turned
abusive and took me and my mother into
judicial custody. Even though I told the police
that neither I, nor my mother, had ever lived
with my sister in law, it did not help. Both of
us were taken into judicial custody,where we
remained for seven days. The police also took
my passport away.”
Bhavani said that at every stage, she and
her relatives, had to bribe the police to expedite
the legal process. “We paid a lot of money at
every stage. For them we (from the US) were
like golden ducks. Till this happened, I did not
even know that such a law existed. What
amazed me was that the police-the investigating
agency-did not question any of the statements
that my sister in law made. We had to spend
our days with petty criminals. The woman who
made false statements under 498 A got away
scot-free, not even being charged with perjury.
Everyone makes money. It is a form of legal
terrorism. I still get nightmares thinking of my
experience.”
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The question came when Ravi,
on a visit to Chicago, was
explaining to Indian Americans
that the Indian government was
considering a law to curb
fraudulent marriages and the
harassment and abandonment of
brides by non-resident Indian
grooms.

Indian youth should enter politics:
Tamil actor
Sarath Kumar was invited as the
chief guest of the annual
convention of the Federation of
Tamil Sangams of North America.

Nehru's balanced approach to
Ceylon
The Indian Premier fought hard to
protect the interests of the people of
Indian origin living in Ceylon,
writes PK Balachandran.

A television reporter caught
India's Minister for Overseas
Indian Affairs Vayalar Ravi off
guard when she asked him what
the Indian government had
done to prevent NRI husbands
from being harassed by their
wives.

"What are you doing to protect the rights of husbands?" asked Vandana
Jhingran, the Chicago reporter for Indian television channel TV Asia.
The aggressive questioning took the minister by surprise. He said most
cases reported were of harassment by husbands.

Cancer

"Are you telling me that there are no cases of wives abusing their NRI
husbands?" asked Jhingran.

Share A Smile

Ravi explained that the law was proposed following the
recommendations of the National Commission on Women that favoured
comprehensive legislation to protect brides in NRI marriages.

Talking point

"Husbands have recourse to the judicial process," he said.
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Advertisement
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Jhingran's questions provoked applause from the male members of the
audience, some of whom were later seen thanking her for "speaking on
behalf of men".
She said she had been told of several cases of wives harassing Indian
American men.
"In one recent case, the bride and her relatives got an NRI husband
fraudulently arrested under Section 498 A of the Indian Penal Code (the
harassment for dowry law).

Students in Delhi participate in a
Save Tiger campaign More
Pictures

He was in jail and could not even attend the last rites of his father. I am
saying this as a woman - someone should stand up for victimised
husbands too," Jhingran told the agency.
Earlier, the minister told Indian Americans that the question of voting
rights for overseas Indians would have to be considered by a
parliamentary standing committee.
"There is some precedent that if you have an Indian citizenship, you
cannot become a US citizen at the same time," he said.
"But the overseas citizen of India (OCI) card could be considered the
equivalent of Indian citizenship. It is more like the green card in the
US."
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Interview with an NRI Divorcee
NRI Services
When Nisha Sharma brought her dowry-monger of a fiancé to justice, she became media's favourite maiden.
An icon for young women, a case study for ladies' forums and the torch-bearer of the Indian middleclass girl's cause.
But there are a few guys out there who do not take dowry and never make the headlines.
Like this young NRI software engineer who gives Hyderabad Times an account (on the condition of anonymity) of how his marriage
ended in a disaster.
And he believes it's because he took no dowry.
"I am a young software engineer, well settled in the US . I had it all, a decent apartment, a nice car, a good job and an above average
pay check."
"I was perhaps a prize catch, a part of the growing tribe of 'NRI techies' in the US . After a trip to India , to 'see' a girl selected by my
parents, we got married in the traditional way. No dowry was asked for, given or received."
"After the new bride joined me in the US , small tiffs started erupting over little nothings. Soon the 'usual' tiffs erupted into bigger
brawls."
"About two years into the marriage, the (now ex) wife and her parents arm-twisted me into sponsoring her education in a town about
100 miles from where I lived and worked."
"She then moved there, ostensibly to pursue her ambition of getting a US degree. I was left leading a bachelor's life while the wife
whose visa and Green Card I had sponsored lived hundred miles away."
"I shouldn't have been surprised when, one evening, a courier knocked on my door to deliver the divorce notice from the wife!"
"I can't help thinking that meticulous planning had gone into that action. She ensured that she had moved her belongings including
jewels, personal belongings and stuff in the pretext of taking them for our impending trip to India ."
"Her dad, a senior bureaucrat, had made an 'official' trip to the US a few months before that, to supposedly to patch things up
between us."
"I was in a quandary. I would have to prepare myself to grapple with notorious American lawyers and I wasn't ready! Without a prenuptial agreement, a divorce in the US can leave the earning member of the family extremely vulnerable."
"In a typical filmy style, the ex-wife's lawyer, demanded a hundred thousand dollars to settle the case out of court. To throw salt on
my wounds, the ex-wife, during a mediation debate threatened to file a dowry lawsuit in India if I did not meet her demands!"
The practice of young NRIs demanding 40 to 50 lakh as dowry is rampant in AP.
The narrator of this account claims at the end of his ugly divorce, he was left feeling that if he had demanded that amount from his
wife's parents, he could perhaps have thrown it back at the ex and walked away with only a bruised ego.
( As told to Revathy Menon, TOI ) Source: TIMES NEWS NETWORK
Note: The opinion presented here is that of the author and not GaramChai.com
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IANS
After a year of his marriage in 2003, Jatinder who married Seema (names

Indian arrested
in Bahrain for
murder

changed) returned to India from California at his wife's nagging, unaware
that he was landing into deep trouble. At his in-laws' house, he was
drugged, threatened at gunpoint, imprisoned illegally for weeks, forced to
pay $60,000 and forced to apply for visas for the rest of Seema's family,
according to his complaint with US immigration authorities. After his family
in the US informed FBI in New Delhi and Delhi Police, he was freed.
How an Indian bride cheated and harassed New York's renowned Ambati
family has set a new, low standard for rotten NRI marriages. Well known for
their social and community service with donations in thousands of dollars,
the Ambati family was harassed by their daughter-in-law, Archana, just four
months after her marriage in 1995. Archana accused her husband, Dr.
Jayakrishna Ambati, and his family of demanding Rs.50,000 ($1,200) in
dowry and mental and physical abuse, right on the day they were due to be
honoured with a major award during a visit to Andhra Pradesh.
Instead of the celebration, they were taken into custody under section 498
A of the Indian Penal Code. Dragging for four years, the case reached the
Supreme Court. In 1996, the court dismissed all charges, but Archana
appealed. During the trial, the Ambatis produced an audiotape in which
Archana's father, Nanda, demanded US $500,000 to drop all the charges.
Although the prosecution opposed this evidence, the court in February 1999
admitted this evidence. Archana then wrote to the ministers for Home
Affairs and Law & Parliamentary Affairs that she was "unconditionally
withdrawing" all charges against the Ambati family.
The Ambatis paid a high price as they were separated for three years, and
eminent physician Dr. B. Ambati, Jayakrishna Ambati's brother, lost two
years of his professional career in addition to financial losses and mental
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These are just two of thousands of cases of NRI grooms who are cheated,
defrauded, hounded and extorted by Indian brides who manipulate the
highly biased dowry laws of India. Conniving Indian brides who make false
complaints under IPC 498A, torture not just the grooms but also their
parents, siblings and the extended families.
The coy Indian bride, has undergone a sinister makeover. The educated girl
gets married to an unsuspecting NRI groom for reasons other than holy
matrimony. The 'underground' reasons for marriage include: supporting her
family in India by transferring large sums of money from her husband's

Yes

earnings; nagging her husband for obtaining a Green Card or immigration

No

to the rich countries for her parents or siblings, filing a divorce in the new

Can't Say

country as soon as possible to settle down on her own or with her
boyfriend, claiming huge sums of money by filing false dowry harassment

Current Results

charges, among others.
Filing a non-bailable dowry case under IPC 498A is easier than ordering a
meal. But while a restaurant can refuse service, the police normally arrest
the groom and the in-laws. While the Indian media is flooded with reports of
dowry-related bride torture, it hardly mentions the horrific cases of suffering
husbands at the hands of cunning wives.
After matters reached a critical stage, a police unit for the grievances of the
husbands was formed, but it is far short of the response required. Thus
many vocal groups of so-called 498A Victims have been formed over the
Internet with websites, blogs and web groups to highlight their horror
stories, lists of victims and help and advice for men in this dire situation.
NRI husbands are at a further disadvantage in this scenario. A travel
warning on "Dowry/Visa Demands" by the US Department of State at http://
travel.state.gov warns: "A number of U.S.-citizen men who have come to
India to marry Indian nationals have been arrested and charged with crimes
related to dowry extraction. Many of the charges stem from the U.S.
citizen's inability to provide an immigrant visa for his prospective spouse to
travel immediately to the United States.
"The courts sometimes order the U.S. citizen to pay large sums of money to
his spouse in exchange for the dismissal of charges. The courts normally
confiscate the American's passport, and he must remain in India until the
case has been settled." Sometimes, the parents are also kept in jail. And
the cases drag on, and on in courts. The complicated Indian administrative
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machinery is greased by bribes and NRIs are not adept at this game.
A Ministry of Overseas Indians booklet warning about NRI husbands
defrauding their newly-wedded wives queered the pitch against NRIs,
resulting in a vitriolic response as it paints all NRIs in a very negative
manner. An article about this problem in this column had a similar reaction
from scores of NRIs and the 498A victims.
NRI marriage dreams can turn into nightmares - both for wives and
husbands.
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http://peopleinaction.info/board/2/703.html
The India Monitor (Jan 9 - Jan 16, 2000 issue Vol.X, No.464, p.16)
The Ambati family, which was embroiled in a dowry-harassment case in India in November 1995,
has now been acquitted of all the charges in the dowry harassment case. Kolar Gold Fields sessions
judge K.S. Venkoba Rao pronounced the order of acquittal on April 28, 1999.
Dr. Jayakrishna Ambati and his family were accused by his former wife Archana of taking Rs. 50,000
(US $1,200) in dowry and of mental & physical abuse. The couple was married in June 1995 in
Bangarpet,
Karnataka and came to the United States shortly thereafter, but Archana returned to India in July.
However, she did not file a police complaint until 4 months later, in November, coinciding with the
well-publicized visit of the Ambati family to Visakhapatnam. There they were taken into custody by
Sub-Inspector T. Konappa Reddy of the Bangarpet police.
During the course of the trial, which lasted over 3 years, Konappa Reddy, also the investigating
officer, admitted that the police had not ascertained the veracity of the complaint, or investigated
the reason for the 4 month delay in filing the case, or interviewed any of the witnesses prior to the
arrest.
Under cross-examination he also acknowledged that no permission from superior authorities was
obtained to cross state lines and arrest the accused. He also admitted that the U.S. Embassy was not
informed of the arrest of the Ambati family, who are American Citizens, as per the 1963 Vienna
Convention on Consular Relations.
Although the initial chargesheet listed over 20 witnesses, only 2 of the material prosecution
witnesses appeared in court during the trial. Even Archana’s mother and sister, who initially
provided statements to the police did not testify.
At the trial these two witnesses, recanted their earlier statements and testified that they did not
witness any demand of dowry by the Ambati family. Assistant-sub-inspector H. Munivenkataiah
who initially took the statements of the witnesses, stated under cross-examination that none of the
witnesses told him that dowry was demanded by the Ambatis.
In an unrelated twist, Konappa Reddy is himself now facing murder charges for the July 1997
custodial death of Mr. Gopalappa in the Bangarpet police
station.
In October 1996, Kolar sessions judge K. Sathyamurthy Holla discharged Dr. Balamurali K. Ambati
from the case and dismissed all charges against him for lack of prima facie evidence. Although the
state of Karnataka appealed this decision, Justice L. Sreenivasa Reddy of
the Karnataka High Court upheld the discharge in April 1998. This decision was appealed by
Archana but the Supreme Court of India dismissed the appeal earlier this year.

During the course of the trial the Ambatis produced a tape in which Nanda, the father of Archana,
demanded US $500,000 to drop all the charges. Although the prosecution opposed the production
of this audiocassette, Justice Narayan of the Karnataka High Court ruled that such evidence was
admissible in February 1999.
The Ambati family feels that although the courts have vindicated them after almost 4 years, the
victory is bittersweet. Although Drs. Jayakrishna and Balamurali Ambati and their father Dr.
Muralimohan Rao were allowed to leave India and return to India in January 1996, their mother Mrs.
Gomathi was not permitted to do so. Despite 3 separate Karnataka High Court rulings that the trial
should be completed within 3 months, the case dragged on, and the family was separated for more
than 3 ½ years. In addition, Dr. Balamurali Ambati lost 2 years of his professional career because he
had to wait until 1998 to commence
his ophthalmology residency at Harvard, which he was supposed to join in 1996.
The Ambati family is well known in the New York area for their social and community service. For
the last 10 years, they have been conducting free weekly academic classes for hundreds of middle
and high school students. Also, they have established a charitable educational foundation, the
Ashtavadhani Vidwan Ambati Subbaraya Chetty Foundation, which recognizes and rewards
talented students in India and the U.S.
They believe that the close police ties of Nanda, a former honorary Home Guards Commandant,
were responsible for the brazen actions of the police. The case achieved tremendous sensationalism
because of the celebrity status of Dr. Balamurali Ambati, who at 17 became the world’s youngest
graduate in 1995. However, little press coverage was given to his discharge or to his family’s
subsequent acquittal.
The Ambatis feel that this case is a prime example of how the Dowry Prohibition Act can be abused
by unscrupulous families to extort innocent families, especially NRIs. They also believe that NRI
organizations and the Indian government should take notice of the growing epidemic of false
dowry harassment cases filed against NRIs and take steps to curb the spiraling abuse of this law.
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The saga of gentleman Arjun runs from perfume to police station.
Actress Swarnamalya (of TV serials in Tamil, ‘Engal Anna’ and Kannada
film ‘Geeya Geeya’ heroine) sipped the innocence and luxury of Arjun
and finally locked him in police station on a false dowry case. Thanks to
Swarnamalya’s parents – parents of this kind live on this earth there is
no need of a hell.
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“I had bought Swarnamalya the costliest perfumes on this earth” – took her to all the exotic places in America showed her London – what
happened to my life after this is something tortuous and ugly part in my career. Thanks to parents Malini Ganesh and Ganesh Sarma.
After marriage on June 30 2002 everything was good for 13 months. The
luxury and comfort I maintained in California – where I worked as Senior
Financial Analyst on a monthly salary of $9500 at Fresh Express Fresh
Foods bit the lazybones – parents of Swarnamalya.
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I got my wife Swarnamalya ‘SKODA’ car of Rs.12 lakhs she told me ‘PODA” (go). Thanks to her parents. The quarrel of parents always
used to bring an impact on our married life in America.
She turned hysteric. My life got ruined. They forced me to come to Chennai. In Chennai Swarnamalya evinced interest in acting. She got
in to films demanded a car. The producers directly asking her to cooperate in the night times shocked me a lot and at this I thought it
enough. Thanks to their parents – they are the ones who encouraged Swarnamalya.
Despite of objections somehow I joined in Birds Eye Foods Company in Rochester,
New York but within a few months there was trouble again from Swarnamalya. The
sabotage really brought me to Chennai. When I came to Chennai I was thrown out of
my job in New York because I had applied leave. Once again thanks to their parents.
They prepared a game plan this time.

I was charged of dowry harassment and two policemen took me to police station. They alleged that I demanded Rs.4 lakhs as dowry. The
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laptop I had got Swarnamalya mother in US by paying $1600 dollars was returned to me by cheque in Indian currency of Rs.75000 and
this cheque was shown as the first payment of dowry. Baap re what a cunning woman! says Arjun!
After tearing off my peace into pieces she has once again filed a police complaint on me for abusing her and my job at present in Chennai
is also at stake.
This is not a film script what we have given above. What ever explained above is the version of Arjun. We have just condensed his six
pages e-mail. Along with this he as sent the court notice copy.

You can’t win, you can’t break even, you can’t even quit the game is the situation of Arjun.

Chitraloka tried to contact Swarnmalya. But she was in Chennai and her mobile switched off. What will her version be?
Click Here to Send Your Comments
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Woman found guilty of voluntary manslaughter
in death of professor
By SHANNON MURPHY
The State News

St. Johns - After more than three hours of
deliberations Friday, jurors found a 28-year-old
Dewitt Township woman guilty of voluntary
manslaughter in the death of her husband, an MSU
associate professor.
Jonaki Ray faces a 15-year maximum sentence for
the slaying of Dinesh Balagangadhar, who taught
mechanical engineering. Balagangadhar died July 1
from a stab wound that penetrated his heart and
lungs.
Clinton County Circuit Court Judge Randy Tahvonen
will sentence Ray at a April 22 hearing.
Ray told police after the incident three different
stories of how she accidentally stabbed her husband
while cutting vegetables at their DeWitt Township
home.
At trial, she told the Clinton County Circuit Court that
Balagangadhar was abusive and had slapped, pushed
and pulled her hair many times. Ray said she and her
husband had been in an argument the day of the
stabbing and Balagangadhar dragged her by the hair
around an island counter in their kitchen.
Ray said she was scared and in pain so she grabbed
the first thing that she came across and swung it at
her husband.

SHEILA KRISHNAN · The State News
Dewitt Township resident Jonaki Ray, left,
waits with her lawyer, Frank Reynolds, for
a verdict from the jury in the slaying of her
husband, MSU Associate Professor Dinesh
Balagangadhar, Friday in Clinton County
Circuit Court. Ray was found guilty of
voluntary manslaughter, which holds a
maximum sentence of 15 years.

In closing arguments, Ray’s attorney, Frank Reynolds, argued she had not committed any crime
and stabbed her husband so he wouldn’t hurt her.
Reynolds said the couple, who are natives of India, had married out of love, instead of the
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arranged marriage their families had hoped for, causing Ray to be ashamed to talk of the abuse.
She said she felt she needed to work harder to make their marriage work because of the
frustrations they had put their families through.
Reynolds said he was disappointed with the verdict, but felt the jury took its time and looked at
all the evidence. He said he will speak with Ray to decide if they will appeal.
“I was confident there would not be a murder charge,” he said after the verdict was announced.
Clinton County Prosecutor Charles Sherman sought a second-degree murder verdict after the
judge ruled Thursday there wasn’t enough evidence to prove first-degree murder. First- and
second-degree murder charges carry sentences of up to life in prison.
A first-degree verdict would require the jury to determine the crime had been previously thought
out. Manslaughter only requires the jury decide if a killing was the result of a impulsive decision
by a person in a reasonable mindset.
“This was a case where the jury heard difficult testimony and had to make a judgment call,” he
said.
Ray’s family declined to comment.
Balagangadhar’s brothers, Suresh and Mahesh Balagangadhar, said they felt Ray got a lesser
sentence than she deserved.
“She was lying the whole time, the jury didn’t get the whole picture,” Suresh Balagangadhar said.
“She’s the only person speaking of what happened because Dinesh is not here.”
Friend Subath Kamalasan said Dinesh Balagangadhar was a gentle person and a scholar.
“She took a life that was important to society,” Kamalasan said. “It’s sad that she was just given
voluntary manslaughter.”
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'Dowry Law'

Will there be a law to protect innocent males?
Some clever girls and their parents are using this Law to their benefit

Dowry Law
Posted By: Sandy
State: Haryana District: Ambala City:

In today's Indian society is the 'Dowry Law' really helping people or is it being misused is indeed the moot point.
I have a question for the Law makers, when the 'Dowry Law' was enacted did anybody think of the other side of the coin also vis-à-vis, misuse of the Law. In fact, I write this after being witness to many incidents where clever people are misusing the Law.
Unfortunately, it is the educated masses of our society who always misuse certain Laws for their own benefit and the 'Dowry Law' is no exception.
Everybody knows that this is one of the strongest Laws and people booked under this Law have no choice other than to lead their lives in jails. Some clever girls and their parents are using this Law to their benefit, if they feel that things are not going the way they want to.
In fact there have been instances where the bride's family has threatened the groom's family if things haven't gone their way. This has resulted in a number of innocent people suffering.
To quote an instance, an MTech from IIT (Indian Institute of Technology) and his family had to suffer the ignominy of jail under the current 'Dowry Law' for no fault of theirs.
The girl in question invoked the Law just because she couldn't get adjusted to the family of the engineer. It took the aggrieved family almost seven years to prove their innocence. The victim, who used to be a very intelligent person, has now become and nervous wreck and drug addict.
Just last year I came across another such incident. A friend of mine got married to a girl arranged by the respective parents. After the first day of marriage the girl told the him that she was not interested in this marriage, but she had to put up with it as her parents did not want to lose such a good income earning NRI
guy.
She also told him that she was in love with someone else and will keep meeting her lover. When my friend objected, the girl's parents booked him under the Law.
One more instance is of a girl and her parents who harassed a guy just because he refused to go back to the US post 9/11. In fact, the girl creates such a ruckus that the neighbors always tend to believe her rather than view the issue in its right perspective.
He has written to a number of people including top police officers to conduct a just enquiry and sort the matter out. But, all his pleas have fallen on deaf ears. Will our judicial system mete out justice to such aggrieved males?
A number of such cases abound in cities like Delhi, but nobody seems to be bothered.
Why I am writing this, because I am suffering the same since 2 years, I am USA and my wife even tried to kill me, Though I initially informed police here but later my culture and Indian heart stopped me and I got the case cancelled , more over In USA this is very common she just had to attend a domestic violence class
and that’s it, I know if it was me and I would have done the same in India, I and my family would have been behind the bars.
After that also she did not change rather she has become more aggressive as she knows that In USA nothing will happen to her being a female she has been able to get advantage of Women organization etc.
I am not sure whether the time will come or not when I will get the justice or I will have to live and die like this only.
Will there be a law to protect innocent males?
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